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Abstract: The main purpose of this paper is to obtain fixed point theorems for sequence of mappings in strict
contractive conditions which generalizes Theorem 1 of Aamri [1].
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I.

Introduction

In metric fixed point theory, strict contractive condition do not ensure the existence of common fixed
point unless the space is assumed to be compact or the strict condition is replaced by stronger conditions as in
[4-6]. In 1986, Jungck [3] proved common fixed point theorem by introducing the notion of compatible
mappings. This concept was frequently used to prove the existence theorems in common fixed points of
noncompatible mappings and is also very interesting. Work along these lines has recently been initiated by Pant
[6, 7].Section 2 is devoted to definitions and known results which make the paper self reliant. In Section 3 we
have proved a common fixed point theorem for sequence of mappings that generalizes the Theorem 2.8 of
Aamri [1].

II.

Preliminaries

Before proving our results, we need the following definitions and known results in this sequel.
Definition 2.1 ([3]). Let T and S be two self mappings of a metric space (X, d). T and S are said to be
compatible if lim𝑛→∞ 𝑑(𝑆𝑇𝑥 𝑛 , 𝑇𝑆𝑥 𝑛 ) = 0 whenever {xn} is a sequence on X such that lim𝑛→∞ 𝑆𝑥 𝑛 =lim𝑛→∞ 𝑇𝑥 𝑛
= t for some t ∈X.
Remark 2.2. Two weakly commuting maps are compatible, but the converse is not true as in shown in [3].
Definition 2.3 ([3]). Two self mappings T and S of a metric space X are said to be weakly compatible if Tu = Su
for some u∈ X, then STu = TSu.
Note 2.4. Two compatible maps are weakly compatible.
M. Aamri [1] introduced the concept property (E.A) in the following way.
Definition 2.5 (Aamri [1]). Let S and T be two self mappings of a metric space (X, d). We say that T and S
satisfy the property (E.A) if there exists a sequence {xn} such that lim𝑛∞ 𝑆𝑥𝑛 = lim𝑛∞ 𝑇𝑥𝑛 =t for some t ∈X.
Definition 2.6 (Aamri [1]). Two self mappings S and T of a metric space (X, d) will be non compatible if there
exists at least one sequence {xn} in X such that lim𝑛→∞ 𝑑( 𝑆𝑇𝑥 𝑛 , 𝑇𝑆𝑥 𝑛 ) is either nonzero or non-existent.
Remark 2.7. Two noncompatible self mappings of a metric space (X, d) satisfy the property (E.A).
Aamri [1] proved the following theorems.
Theorem 2.8. Let S and T be two weakly compatible selfmappings of a metric space (X, d) such that (i) T and S
satisfy the property (E.A), (ii)d(Tx,Ty)< Max{d(Sx,Sy), [d(Tx,Sx)+ d(Ty,Sy)]/2, [d(Ty,Sx)+ d(T x,Sy)]/2 ∀x≠ y ∈
X, (iii) TX ⊂ SX. If SX or TX is a complete subspace of X, then T and S have a unique common fixed point.

III.

Main Results

In this section we prove common fixed point theorem for sequence of mappings that generalizes
Theorem 2.8.
Theorem 3.1 Suppose that {Ai},{Ti} be two weakly compatible self mappings of a metric space (X, d) such that
(1) For every i, AiX ⊂ TiX (2) Ai andTi satisfies the property (E.A).
(3) d(Aix,Aiy) <Max{d(Tix,Tiy),[d(Aix,Tix)+[d(Aiy,Tiy)]/2,[ d(Aix,Tiy)+[d(Aiy,Tix)]/2} for every x≠y ∈ X and
for every i.If TiX or SiX is a complete subspace of X, then Ai and Ti have a unique common fixed point.
Proof: Suppose that Ai and Ti satisfies the property (E.A) there exists in X a sequence (xn) satisfying
lim𝑛∞ 𝐴𝑖 𝑥𝑛 = lim𝑛∞ 𝑇𝑖 𝑥𝑛 =t for some t ∈X,for every i.
Suppose that TiX is complete. Then lim𝑛∞ 𝑇𝑖 𝑥𝑛 =𝑇𝑖 a for some a ∈X.
Also lim𝑛∞ 𝐴𝑖 𝑥𝑛 =𝑇𝑖 a.We show that 𝐴𝑖 a=𝑇𝑖 a.
Suppose that 𝐴𝑖 a ≠ 𝑇𝑖 a. Condition (3) implies
d(Aixn,Aia) < Max{d(Tixn,Tia),[d(Aixn,Tixn)+[d(Aia,Tia)]/2,[ d(Aixn,Tia)+[d(Aia,Tixn)]/2}
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Letting n->+∞ yields.
d(Tia,Aia)<Max{d(Tia,Tia),[d(Tia,Tia)+[d(Aia,Tia)]/2,[d(Tia,Tia)+[d(Aia,Tia)]/2}= d(Aia,Tia)/2.Which is a
contradicition.Hence 𝐴𝑖 a=𝑇𝑖 a for every i.
Since Ai and Ti are weakly compatible,AiTia=TiAia and therefore AiAia=AiTia=TiAia= TiTia. ∀i,i=1,2,......,n.
Finally, we show that Aia is a Common fixed point of Ai and, Ti∀i, i=1,2,......,n.
Suppose that Aia≠ AiAia.Then we have, d(Aia,AiAia) ≤ Max { d(Tia,TiAia), [d(Aia,Tia)+d(AiAia,TiAia)]/2,
[d(TiAia,Aia)+d(Tia,AiAia)]/2}∀i,
= Max{ d(Aia,AiAia),0, [d(Aia,AiAia)+ d(Aia,AiAia)]/2}
= Max{ d(Aia,AiAia),d(Ai,AiAia)}= d(Aia,AiAia)
Therefore d (Ai,AiaAia) < d(Ai,AiaAia) Which is a contradicition.Hence AiAia=Aia ∀i, and TiAia=AiAia=Aia.
The proof is similar when AiX is assumed to be a complete subspace of X. Since AiX ⊂ TiX . ∀i.
Uniquenesss: Suppose u,v are two fixed points Ai and Ti ∀i.
Then Aiu=Tiu=u ∀i and Aiv=Tiv=v ∀i
d(u,v)=d(Aiu,Aiv)<Max{d(Tiu,Tiv),[d(Aiu,Tiu) + d(Aiv,Tiv)]/2,[d(Aiu,Tiv)+d(Aiv,Tiu)]/2} ∀i.
=Max{d(u,v), [d(u,u)+ d(v,v)]/2, [d(v,u)+d(u,v)]/2}
=Max {d(u,v),0,d(u,v)}=d(u,v)
Therefore,d(u,v)<d(u,v) => <=when u≠v. Hence u=v.
Therefore Ai and Ti have unique common fixed point for all i.
Now we give an example to support our result.
Example for theorem 3.1: Let X = [1, ∞) with the usual metric d(x, y)=Ix-yI.
Define Ai,Ti : X-- >X ∀i by Aix=3x-1 and Tix=x2+1 ∀x ∈X and ∀i
Then (1) Ai and Ti satisfy the property (E.A) for the sequence xn=2+2/n, n=1, 2,....., n
For, to prove if lim n∞𝐴𝑖 𝑥𝑛 = lim n∞𝑇𝑖 𝑥𝑛 =t for some t ∈X.
lim n∞𝐴𝑖 𝑥𝑛 = lim n∞3xn -1= lim n∞3(2 + 2 n)-1=6-1=5∀i--------(i)
and lim n∞Ti𝑥𝑛 = lim n∞𝑥𝑛 2+1= lim n∞(2+2/n)2+1=4+1=5∀i--------(ii)
From (i) and (ii) we get Ai and Ti ∀i satisfy the property (E.A).
(2) Ti and Ai ∀i are weakly compatible. (3) Ai and Ti satisfy for all x≠y, ∀i
d(Aix,Aiy) <Max{d(Tix,Tiy),[d(Aix,Tix)+d(Aiy,Tiy)]/2,[ d(Aix,Tiy)+d(Aiy,Tix)]/2}
for all x≠y, ∀i
(4)Ti1=Ai1=2. For, Ti1=12+1=2 and Ai1=3(1)-1=2.
Theorem 3.2. LetAi,Bi,Ti and Si be self maps of a metric space (X,d) such that
(1) AiX ⊂ TiX and BiX ⊂ SiX for every i. (2) (Ai,Si),∀ i is weakly compatible.
(3) (Ai,Si) or (Bi,Ti), ∀i satisfies the property (E.A).
(4) d(Aix,Biy) <Max{d(Six,Tiy),d(Aix,Six),d(Biy,Tiy),[d(Six,Biy)+d(Aix,Tiy)]/2}∀i
If the range of the one of the mappings Ai,Bi,Si or Ti ∀i is a complete subspace of X,
Then (I) Aiand Si ∀i have a common fixed point. (II) Bi, Ti ∀i have a common fixed point provided that (Bk, Ti)
∀i for every k is weakly compatible.
(III) Ai, Bi, Si and Ti ∀i have a unique common fixed point provided that (I) and (II)
are true.
Proof: Suppose that (Bi,Ti) ∀i satisfies the property (E.A) => There exists a sequence {xn}in X such that
lim𝑛∞ 𝐵𝑖 𝑥𝑛 = lim𝑛∞ 𝑇𝑖 𝑥𝑛 =t for some t ∈X.for every i.
Since, BiX ⊂ SiX ∀i, there exists a sequence{yn}in X such that Bixn=Siyn.
Therefore lim𝑛∞ 𝐵𝑖 𝑥𝑛 = lim𝑛∞ 𝑆𝑖 𝑦𝑛 =t
(Since, lim𝑛∞ 𝐵𝑖 𝑥𝑛 =t)
Let us prove that lim𝑛∞ 𝐴𝑖 𝑦𝑛 = 𝑡.
It is enough to prove that Aiyn=Bixn ∀i, and for sufficiently large n.
Suppose not, then using (4), d(Aiyn,Bixn) < Max{d(Siyn,Tixn),d(Aiyn,Siyn),d(Bixn,Tixn), [d(Siyn,Bixn)
+d(Aiyn,Tixn)]/2}∀i = Max { d(Bixn,Tixn),d(Aiyn,BiXn),d(Bixn,Tixn),
[d(Bixn, Bixn) + d(Aiyn,Bixn)]/2} ∀i
For sufficiently large n, d(Aiyn,Bixn) < Max{d(Aiyn,Bixn),1/2d(Aiyn,Bixn)},
< d(Aiyn,Bixn)
=><= when Aiyn ≠Bixn∀i
Therefore Aiyn=Bixn as n->∞ ∀i
Therefore lim𝑛∞ 𝐴𝑖 𝑦𝑛 = 𝑡. ∀i (Since, lim𝑛∞ 𝐵𝑖 𝑥𝑛 = 𝑡. ∀i )
Suppose, SiX ∀i is a complete subspace of X.
=>t= Siu ∀i for some u∈X.
Therefore lim𝑛∞ 𝐴𝑖 𝑦𝑛 = lim𝑛∞ 𝐵𝑖 𝑥𝑛 = lim𝑛∞ 𝑇𝑖 𝑥𝑛 = lim𝑛∞ 𝑆𝑖 𝑦𝑛 =Siu∀i
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d(Aiu,Bixn) < Max{d(Siu,Tixn),d(Aiu,Siu),d(Bixn,Tixn), [d(Siu,Bixn) + d(Aiu,Tixn)]/2}∀i.
For sufficiently large n, d(Aiu,Bixn) < Max{d(Aiu,Siu),1/2d(Aiu,Siu)]/2}∀i
d(Aiu,Siu)<d(Aiu,Siu) ∀i
=><= when Aiu≠Siu ∀i .
Therefore Aiu=Siu ∀i. This means that Ai and Si ∀i have coincidence point.
But (Ai ,Si) ∀i is weakly compatible. Therefore SiAiu=AiSiu for every i and then AiAiu=AiSiu=SiAiu=SiSiu for
every i
Suppose AiX⊂TiX for every i
=> There exists v∈X such that Aiu=Tiv ∀i =>Aiu=Siu=Tiv ∀i
To prove that Tiv=Biv, ∀i
Suppose Biv≠T iv, ∀i, then d(Aiu,Biv) < Max{d(Siu,Tiv),d(Aiu,Siu),d(Biv,Tiv), [d(Siu,Biv) +
d(Aiu,Tiv)]/2}∀i.=Max{d(Tiv,Tiv),d(Siu,Siu),d(Biv,Tiv), [d(Tiv,Biv) + d(Tiv,Tiv)]/2}∀i.
=Max{d(Biv,Tiv), d(Biv,Tiv)/2}∀i. = d(Biv,Tiv) ∀i= d(Biv,Aiu) ∀i
Therefore d(AiuBiv)< d(Aiu,Biv) ∀i = >< =
Therefore Aiu=Biv ∀i
=> Biv= Aiu=Tiv ∀i
Therefore Biv= Tiv ∀i
=> Aiu= Siu=Tiv =Biv ∀i
But (Bk,Ti) ∀i is weakly compatible and for some k>1
BkTiv= Ti Bkv for some k>1 ∀i
And Ti Tiv= Ti Bkv = BkTiv = Bk Bkv for some k>1 and ∀i
We shall prove that Aiu is a common fixed point of Ai and Si ∀i
Suppose Aiu≠ AiAiu ∀i
d(Aiu, AiAiu)=d(AiAiu,Biv) ∀i
(Since,Aiu=Biv∀i)
< Max{d(SiAiu,Tiv),d(AiAiu,SiAiu),d(Biv,Tiv), [d(SiAiu,Biv) + d(AiAiu,Tiv)]/2}∀i.
=Max{d(AiAiu,Biv),0,0, ½[d(AiAiu,Biv)+ d(AiAiu,Biv)]}
= d(AiAiu,Biv) ∀i
Therefore d(AiAiu,Biv)< d(AiAiu,Biv) ∀i
= >< =
Therefore AiAiu=Biv ∀i => Ai Aiu = Aiu= SiAiu ∀i (Since, AiAiu =SiAiu ∀i)
=> Aiu is a common fixed point of Ai and Si ∀i
This proves (I).
To prove that Bkv=Aiu for some k>1, is a common fixed point of Bi and Ti ∀i
Suppose Bkv≠ BiBkv, d(Bkv, BiBkv)=d(Aiu,BiBkv)< Max{d(Siu,TiBkv),d(Aiu,Siu),d(BiBkv,TiBkv), [d(Siu,BiBkv)
+d(Aiu,TiBkv)]/2}∀i
= Max{d(Aiu,BiBkv),0,d(BiBkv, BiBkv), [d(Aiu,BiBkv) + d(Aiu,BiBkv)]/2}∀i
= Max{d(Aiu,BiBkv),0,0,d(Aiu, BiBkv) }∀i
Therefore d(Bkv, BiBkv)<d(Aiu,BiBkv) ∀i
= >< = (Since, Bkv = Aiu)
Therefore Aiu=BiBkv That is, Bkv= BiBkv=Ti Bkv (Since, Biv= Tiv)
=>Bkv is the common fixed point of Bi and Ti ∀i. This proves (II)
Now, Aiu is a common fixed point of Ai and Si ∀i
Bkv= Aiu is a common fixed point of Bi andTi ∀i
Therefore, Aiu is the common fixed point of Bi ,Ti and Si for all i
The proof is similar when TiX is assumed to be a complete subspace of X.
The cases in which AiX or BiX ∀i is a complete subspace of X are similar to the cases in which SiX or TiX
respectively is a complete space because AiX ⊂ TiX and BiX ⊂ SiX for every i.
Uniqueness: Suppose u,v are fixed points of Ai,Bi,Ti and Si for every i.
Then Aiu= Siu=Biu =Tiu =u ∀i and Aiv= Biv=Tiv =Siv=v for every i.
d(u,v)=d(Aiu,Biv) for every i.
< Max {d(Siu,Tiv),d(Aiu,Siu), d(Biv,Tiv),1/2[d(Siu,Biv)+d(Aiu,Tiv)]}
=Max {d(u,v),0,0,1/2[d(u,v)+d(u,v)]}=Max {d(u,v),d(u,v)}
d(u,v)<d(u,v). = >< = when u≠v.
Therefore u = v. Hence Ai, Bi, Si and Ti ∀i have a unique common fixed point.
The following result due to U.Karuppiah [2] is a special case of the previous theorem 3.2.
Corollary3.2: Let {Ai}, S and T be self maps of a metric space (X, d) such that
(1) A1X⊂ TX and AiX ⊂ SX for i > 1.
(2) (A1, S) is weakly compatible.
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(3) (A1, S) or (Ai, T), i > 1 satisfies the property (E.A).
(4) d(A1x,Aiy) < max{d(Sx,Ty), d(A1x, Sx), d(Aiy,Ty), d(A1x, Ty), d(Aiy,Sx)} for i > 1.
If the range of the one of the mappings {Ai}, S or T is a complete subspace of X, then
(I) A1 and S have a common fixed point. (II) Ai, i > 1 and T have a common fixed point provided that (Ak,T) for
some k > 1 is weakly compatible.
(III) Ai, S and T have a unique common fixed point provided that (I) and (II) are true.
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